
She thrills in dazzle and deception, regularly hoodwinking her friends, her family, 
and now her visitor from the Netherlands. With her vivid storytelling, the incredible 

decor of her New York loft, and her larger-than- life personality, you can only be 
sure of one thing with artist Meghan Boody: nothing is what it seems.



               anna know something strange about this room?’ 
           Meghan Boody (53) peers inquiringly at me from 
          behind her signature blue framed glasses. She’s wearing 
          a pink top with black polka dots, skinny jeans, and 
         dazzlingly white boots. ‘I moved into this house eighteen 
         years ago,’ she says. ‘I started rebuilding a few years after 
        that. See those hatches up there?’ She points up at a row of 
wooden hatches, worked into the ceiling eighteen feet above us. ‘I was curious 
about what was behind them, so one day I got hold of a tall ladder. I opened 
that hatch in the corner and felt around up there in the crawl-through. Way in 
the back I found a small dusty cookie tin. When I opened it up, it turned out to 
be filled with little bones. What looked like knuckles!’ 
 Knuckles?! Meghan gets an obvious kick out of my confusion. ‘Yep, who 
knows how long those knuckles were lying there,’ she whispers intently. ‘One 
friend warned me that it’s bad luck to remove human remains; once they’re 
there, they belong with the house, apparently, and so I left them there.’ They’re 
still there? Meghan nods. We both stare upwards at a ceiling that suddenly 
seems slightly sinister. ‘But how did they get there?’ I ask, ‘Whose knuckles are 
they?’ Meghan looks at me in silence for a moment, smiles mischievously, and 
triumphantly exclaims, ‘You know what? It’s not true! I made it up!’
 ‘But…’
 ‘Well, there aren’t really any knuckles in the ceiling, but by imagining it, they 
now exist, somewhere... That’s how I look at life. I love stories and the power 
of storytelling. There is so much more to life than the reality that we see in 
front of us. I love making up stories for people - and seeing how far I can go 
before they stop believing. I always tell the truth eventually. My son Toby 
sometimes gets disappointed when he finds out that some fascinating story is 
made-up.’
 I might’ve expected this in a house named Looking Glass Labs - a reference 
to Lewis Carroll’s famous sequel to Alice in Wonderland. There’s a whole new 
world down that rabbit hole, a world  where you can grow and shrink with a 
biscuit here and a cup of tea there, where hares wear watches, and playing 
cards sing and dance. 
 That’s pretty much how it feels in Meghan’s utterly unique space, in the 
heart of the New York neighborhood of Tribeca. The disorientation begins 
the moment you walk in. The vestibule feels like an Italian patio with trellises 
and vines on the wallpaper, slate floors, and the gentle babble from a bronze 
fountain on the wall. Meghan is a firm believer in Feng Shui. ‘A water element 
to the right of the entrance brings peace to a house,’ she tells me. 
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The tinkling sound of the water is certainly making me feel at peace - until Meghan 
reaches for a hidden door, worked almost invisibly into the wallpaper. Like magic, the 
door pops open to reveal - a bar, complete with mirrors, gleaming cocktail shakers, and 
plenty of booze. She smiles. ‘My ex-husband thought we should be able to pour our 
guests a cocktail the minute they walked in. Care for a drink?’ A rippling Feng Shui 
fountain placed opposite an unorthodox welcome bar - it’s just one of the strange 
contrasts in Meghan’s loft. 

A shabby little room in Paris
Meghan Boody was born in New York and grew up on the Upper East Side, in a 
family she describes as Waspy and traditional. ‘My dad left for work in the same suit 
every morning. I had to wear a uniform, too; I went to a strict all-girls school. It was 
very competitive and intense  and I felt like an outsider there.’ The family had a house 
on Long Island, where they would stay for long stretches over the holidays. Meghan 
beams at the thought.  ’I lived for those holidays! On Long Island I could bike, build 
forts, run around shirtless… I could let my imagination run wild.’ That wild imagina-
tion is something she’s always had. ‘I went on playing with dolls long after most other 
kids gave them up, I loved having them act out stuff for me. Of course the themes 
changed as I got older.  I had my first sexual experiences with Barbie and Ken,’ she 
laughs. 
 As a little girl Meghan doted on her forty grey mice, all of them with names of their 
own. ‘I bred the mice for their tawny and silver-grey colors and they traveled with me to 
Long Island.’ When she was ten, disaster struck during one of those trips. ‘During the 
long drive, the mice overheated on a scorching summer day. They all died - except for 
the aggressive, antisocial mice I’d put in a separate cage. Only the bad mice survived! 
That seemed the reverse of the way it should be...’
 After completing her bachelors in French and philosophy at Georgetown University 
Meghan moved to Paris. ‘I wanted to be a writer, like my half brothers. So I rented a 
shabby little room in Paris where I drove myself crazy with a typewriter for a while. It 
was torture – too much self scrutiny at the time.’ Gradually she began to apply herself to 
other passions: fashion, and later a course in photography. ‘For my first assignment I 
photographed a Parisian hotel particulière, Hôtel de Sully, a classical building with 
breathtaking features: creeping vines, elaborate, romantic statuary.’ It turned out to be 
a defining moment. ‘Once I’d finished shooting my first roll of film, I knew. “This is it. 
This what I want to do.”’ In a series of photo-collages, she started to combine her many 
talents. ‘I’d shoot self-portraits and draw clothing designs to overlay on myself in the 
photos. Then I’d cut out the photos of me and my new outfits, clothe myself paperdoll 
style and arrange myself into disorienting backgrounds of Parisian construction sites. 
Funny how we tell the same story over and over again. I still work with collaged images 
and multilayered realities.’
 In putting together her (now digital) photo composites, Meghan concocts elaborate 
stories around fictional entities, often innocent-looking girls trying to find their way in 
an ominous, magical world. She also makes imposing physical objects to house her 
photos, as is the case with the monumental sarcophagus-like chests in her loft. 
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Electronic Warfare Suite, for instance, takes the shape of a wooden chest with many 
mysterious compartments, in which backlit transparencies of intimate, often tender 
scenes are hidden. Meghan: ‘It’s important to me that people can touch and interact 
with my work. So much art passively hangs on the walls; I  want my audience to be 
directly involved with my work, and be surprised.’

Licorice and cinnamon
Meghan’s loft perfectly embodies that philosophy, with its labyrinthine arrangement of 
mysterious staircases, secret cupboards, entresols, and elegant balconies. The whole 
effect has the feeling of a mystery that the visitor shouldn’t want to solve, but simply 
undergo. From the entrance hall, a narrow corridor leads to the open living room. It 
smells like licorice and cinnamon. ‘There used to be a shoe factory here, after which it 
was a  badminton court,’ Meghan explains. I  try to imagine  New Yorkers batting 
shuttlecocks about five stories up in Tribeca, and I can’t help wondering whether it’s the 
truth or another… ‘knuckle story.’ 

The main living area is dominated by an aqua, translucent countertop, a zinc dining 
table, and a Chinese day bed. ‘ My ex-partner won that bed in a game of poker 
somewhere in mainland China,’ Meghan informs me. ‘It arrived a jumble of pieces and I 
was very skeptical that it would amount to anything. But after we put it together, I  
realized how perfect it was for the space.’ This eclecticism is visible everywhere: Objects 
from all ages and cultures jostle for attention. Midcentury barstools beside the Chinese 
antique; huge industrial lamps hanging over adorable toddler chairs. Except for the 
wooden pillars in the living room and the hatches in the ceiling, nothing is original,’ 
Meghan tells me. I look up. ‘What about the stained glass window above the door?’ I 
ask. Meghan shakes her head.
‘The bronze fountain by the entrance?’
‘Got it at a vintage dealer in Brimfield.’
‘The bathroom with the mosaics and the bathtub, then?’
‘If you look closely, you’ll see Roman numerals by the tap: MMI, 2001.’

Somehow all these non-authentic details m anage to blend together extraordinarily 
well. In effect, they combine to form a new authenticity: it’s absolutely Meghan’s world, 
and it’s a downright bizarre one at times. Many of the features of her loft might look 
awful or shocking in any other context. Next to the dining table a steel cabinet houses a 
lifelike mannequin of a young girl - along with a crawling throng of (live!) mice. Dolls 
float in glass jars of formaldehyde – depictions of the wives of Henry VIII, Meghan says. 
In styling both her art and her home, Meghan employs a mixture of innocence and the 
grotesque. She draws inspiration from classic children’s fables. The result is fascinating 
- although M eghan’s sixteen-year-old son Toby m ight disagree. ‘ My friends always 
hated staying over,’ he says. ‘If they wanted to get a glass of water at night I used to have 
to come with them because they were scared of the weird house.’
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Toby’s friends would gawp at the narrow, spooky hallways, the outherworldy works 
of art, the hammers and handsaws in the studio. But there is also plenty of tenderness 
to be found in this place: here a cat comfortably snoozing on a chintz couch, there the 
dog, Flower, shambling in with a stuffed toy in his mouth. ‘I’ve had so many pets over 
the years, and they destroy everything,’ Meghan sighs. And then, with a wink: ‘And it 
makes everything better, somehow more alive. A large bookcase above her father’s 
classic mahogany desk is filled with row after row of Meghan’s works of reference: 
Encyclopedia of Mammals, Art and Symbols of the Occult, Victorian Fairy Painting. 

Secret chamber
Meghan walks ahead of me to the bedroom, dominated by a four-poster bed adorned 
with colorful catkins. She points at one of the painterly photographs on the wall. 
‘According to Feng Shui, what you place at the foot of your bed is what you are 
striving towards. I hung this photo here yesterday.’ I lean in and try to decipher what 
this piece might say about the future. I see a conservatory filled with an exuberance of 
growth, and in the center a bright moon shining on a fetus-like creature, white and 
vulnerable, possibly a very young dragon, more alien than anything else. To the right 
of this entity stands a fairylike woman with blond, flowing hair. I ask Meghan what 
appeals to her about this image. ‘It’s a part of my PsycheSuperStar series. I like that it 
invites the spectator to wonder about the relationship between this vulnerable being 
and my main character. Does the creature need the girl’s help?’ I hadn’t looked it that 
way. The little dragon does lie there looking quite helpless, but the fairy only watches. 
‘And, does it need help?’ I ask. Meghan thinks it over for a minute and says: ‘They need 
each other. The dragon needs to be taken care of.’ And the fairy? ‘She needs the 
dragon to believe in her own magic. We all have supernatural powers, all you have to 
do is believe in them.’
       Between the bedroom and the bathroom is an impressive walk-in closet, but off 
the main room, there is another wardrobe that is possibly even more dear to Meghan: 
her costume closet, full of masks, dresses, garlands, courtly accoutrements, and 
headdresses. A small staircase leads to a secret loft up top, too low to stand up in. 
Together we creep to a soft mattress by a case full of porcelain figurines and fairy-tale 
books. We go on talking and after many cups of tea (that, sadly, neither make us grow 
or shrink) I finally leave Meghan’s loft, a strange repository of stories, once witness to 
the whizzing of hundreds of shuttlecocks, where dolls pickle in jars, glowing photo-
graphs live in sarcophagi, and made-up knuckles rest behind wooden shutters. Who 
cares what’s authentic and what’s fake? Everything in this amazing labyrinth is real, 
because it’s one hundred percent Meghan Boody. 
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